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IV.
For the last twenty-five hundred years the physical
history of our planet has recorded the steady progress
of an axe-made desert. "An ape, with a propensity
for destruction, "-is the zoological definition by which
a historian of that havoc proposed to distinguish man
from his Darwinian relatives, but the time is, near
when the Simia destructor vixW. become a reconstructive
biped. The work of repair will begin before the end
of the twentieth century, and it is probable that it will
begin in the United States. The starving farmer of
the Old World takes refuge in the emigration-office
;
but when all the prairies of the Far West shall have
been turned into wheat-fields, when all the arable land
from Maine to California shall produce its utmost, and
yet insufficient, crops, the necessity of the hie aiit
nunquam will be brought home to the nonplused cul-
tivator and lead to the recognition of the remedy.
Silviculture might treble the agricultural value of
the worn-out soil, but that truth will not become
patent till it is too late to wait for the regenerative
effect of slow-growing forest-trees, and till the needs
of a dense population leave no room for timber- nurser-
ies. The productiveness of the soil will have to be im-
proved by its own crops. There will be no time to
wait for a bag-full of acorns to produce a forest of rain-
attracting oaks, and the necessitous farmer will culti-
vate trees that promise to yield both direct and even-
tual profits, and fill his store-house as well as his
grandson's rain-barrel—carob-beans, chestnuts, apple-
trees, olives and sugar-pears. He will begin with the
old fields that have ceased to produce anything else,
for even where aridity has already far advanced, it is
easier to keep a tree alive than to raise a crop of
thirsty cereals. After the trees begin to bear, field
after field of better land can be withdrawn from the
acreage of the annuals, till it becomes safe to rely en-
tirely upon the produce of perennial plants, which will
both increase the profits and lessen the toil of hus-
bandry.
The success of the first tree-farmer will soon induce
others to follow his example ; natural selection will do
* Copyrighted under "American Auguries."
more than scientific lectures, and every famine will in-
crease the area of perennial plantations. In the United
States the Pacific Slope will monopolize the olive-
gardens, and the South the culture of bread stuff trees.
The Alleghanies will become the great orchard-region,
and the wilds of the Northern frontier a timber-plan-
tation. Timber-trees will be carefullj? cultivated, but
for furniture purposes rather than for housebuilding
;
at the end of the twentieth century few people wiU be
able to afford wooden houses. Artificial stone, com-
pressed by some hydraulic process, will probably
supersede all other kinds of building material except
adobe, for tile-bricks require fuel, and the age of steam
will keep up the price of coal.
Our children will "see some wondrous engines
spinning;" the exigencies of a fierce struggle for exist-
ence will stimulate an ultra-yankee genius of con-
structiveness. Huge, complicated, and yet almost
automatic machines will turn out artificial wood and
artificial leather ; zinc-like composition as pliant as
rubber cloth, and greatly improved kinds of annealed
glass. The competitive tendencies of a utilitarian
revival will do away with the condemnable attenua -
tion of textile fabrics. Our grandchildren, like our
grandfathers, will make coats that can stand the wear
and tear of a life-time, and stockings that can be
washed without illustrating the correlation of soap
and holiness.
The citizens of the twentieth century will be in
need of labor-saving machinery, and the supply will
equal the demand. Automatic contrivances of all
kinds will make domestic life easy and obviate the
grievous alternative of co-operative " housekeeping.
They will purchase leisure at the price of the pleasures
and advantages of " constructiveness, " but not of do-
mestic privacy. In large cities the Philadelphia plan
of adding suburb to suburb will carry all votes against
the New York method of piling story upon story.
Electric tramway cars will shorten distances. An im-
proved mail system will facilitate shopping and inter-
suburban communication. City post offices will com-
bine their functions with those of a city express com-
pany, and deliver packages of all sizes at so much per
mile and per pound. Cities of London dimensions
(and America will have several of them by that time).
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will connect their outskirts b}- a network of pneumatic
tubes, and make the central depot the neighbor of the
suburban mansion.
Adam Smith has taught us that sumptuary laws
defeat their own purpose, and luxuries will multiply
unhindered, and without increasing the price of frugal
living, for the next generation will avail itself of the
discovery that the nutritive basis of various articles of
diet can be produced chemically from much cheaper
materials. This chemical metamorphosis is entirely
distinct from adulteration, and will be largely prac-
ticed as soon as the agricultural food-factors shall fail
to meet the demand for their products. The prejudice
against artificial sugar, for instance, happens to be
justified by the defective process of its production,
but that process could be improved till "glucose"
would be quite as wholesome as its chemical equival-
ent
—
pure grape-sugar. Glucose can be made out of
any kind of starch, and starch out of other things be-
sides cereals ; and necessity may yet teach us a way
of making the prettiest candy out of acorns—perhaps
even out of wood. Sawdust can be made into paper
or vinegar, at the option of the chemical thaumaturg-
ist. The organic laboratory of a reindeer's stomach
turns moss into the richest kind of milk, comprising
sugar, albumen, caseine and fat ; and if we learn to
imitate that trick, an old seagrass mattress may be-
come the basis of an excellent dinner. And who
shall saj' if, in the course of centuries, the successors
of Professor Liebig may not discover a way, not only
of supplementing the products of agriculture, but of
dispensing with them altogether ? Quo non ars pcne-
trat ? Knowledge and power are convertible factors,
and the power of necessity has already forced its wa}'
into some pretty well locked secrets of Nature.
Necessity, the mother of innovations, will also
compel the republican governments of the future to
modify the practice of the let-alone policy. With
some exigent amendments—the welfare of the com-
munity being the higher law—non-interference in
private concerns should be the rule ; but drunkeness,
early marriages, and the destruction of private wood-
lands, will probably be found to come within the scope
of those exceptions. If the administrators of a civil-
ized commonwealth have no right to connive at public
gambling, it is their yet more evident duty to suppress
the public traffic in alcoholic intoxicants, for while
the evils of gaming are only conditional, those of
drunkenness are absolute and unqualified. If the at-
tractive saloons of Messrs. Blanc lS: Co., induce a
young stranger at Monaco to tr}' his luck at their
roulette tables, he has no reason to complain when they
win his money, for if he should break their bank the
law would protect him in the right to take the next
omnibus to Nice and invest his winnings in guaranteed
bonds. But if the}' entice him to intoxicate himself
in their refreshment rooms, they do him a greater
wrong than if they should sell him a scorpion for a
shrimp. He might discover his mistake in time and
fling the pseudo-shrimp away, or recover from its
sting, and there would be an end of it.- But the
pseudo-refreshment not only afflicts him with tempo-
rary insanity, but inoculates his system with the
germs of a progressive disease. For all stimulant
habits are progressive. A fondness for tobacco and
small beer leads, or at least tends to lead, to a foible
for wine and lager- beer, and finally to a passion for
rum, absinthe, or opium. The Maine legislators of
the future will act upon the recognition of the fact
that poisons and stimulants are interchangeable terms,
and our grand- children will not have superfluous
land enough to tolerate a vice that turns food into
poison.
In the interests of regeneration they will re-enact
the old Saxon statute which made twenty-five years
the minimum age for a legal marriage. From a phy-
siological standpoint marriages between cousins, or
between uncles and nieces, are far more venial than
the nuptials of minors. The Brahmins have a tradi-
tion that the world was once peopled by a race of
giants who lived five or six thousand years (in Buckle's
quotations from the Puranas several of those macro
-
biotes figure with three score centuries : Vol. I. p. 97) ;
but that premature marriages have reduced the length
of our lives and statures, and will continue to reduce
them till we have dwindled to an average of ten years
and ten inches. The author of the fifth chapter of
Genesis seems to share that theory, but contents him-
self with giving a descending scale of longevity, to-
gether with the marriage-date of each individual,
leaving the reader to draw his inference.
The last remnants of our woodlands will be guarded
like national palladia. There will be national forest-
reservations on every mountain- range. Every county
will have a public forester, or superintendent of tree-
nurseries. All public highways will be lined with a
double row of shade-trees ; worn-out fields will be
planted with hardy fruit-trees, sand-firs, or as a last
resort, with mesquites and locusts, and the municipal
authorities will employ all legal means to enlarge such
plantations
;
premiums, immunities from public duties,
and stringent protective laws. Private owners of
large mountain-forests will hold them in fee-simple of
the nation and will be held to observe the conditions
of that contract as strictly as the proprietors of the
Swiss Bann-waelder, or bulwark-woods, that protect
the mountain-hamlets from the fall of the avalanches.
The larger municipal forests will become national
parks, and the Oberlins of the New World will vie
in popularizing their attractions b}' the addition of
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benches, swings, etc., and the introduction of Euro-
pean singing-birds.
The practical common sense of the Anglo-Amer-
ican farmer will sooner or later recognize the truth
that in an agricultural country the destruction or pres-
ervation of forests must determine the decision of
Hamlet's alternative. If their southern neighbors
should not follow their example, if Central America
should become as barren as the plains of Syria, the
territory of the United States will form the oasis of
the American Desert, for the phj'sical geography of
the Old World shows that isolated woodlands enjoy a
moist climate of their own. The forests of Mingrelia,
the ancient Colohis, in the eastern Caucasus, though
surrounded by Russian steppes and Armenian sand-
hills, are still as fertile as in the days of the Argo-
nauts. The wooded oasis of Sidi-Belbez, in southern
Algiers, enjoys frequent rain- showers, while in the
adjacent plains the annual rainfall does not exceed
four inches.
Even if the enforcement of forest-laws should be
left optional with the different States, the vices of an
improvident community would not materially affect the
prosperity of its wisest neighbors. Wooded mountain-
states, however, would profit b}' a natural advantage,
for the remnants of their hill-forests would serve as a
ready-made nucleus for artificial plantations, while in
barren plains it is the first step that costs—the diffi-
culty of protecting the storm-exposed saplings. If,
therefore, the time should come, when the Rocky
Mountain locust shall ravage the plains of Ohio, and
the Delaware drift-sands obstruct the mouth of the
Susquehanna, the woodland of Pennsylvania will
probabl}' continue to deserve its name.
[to be continued.]
IS NATIONA1.ISM A SIN AGAINST HELL ?
BY T. B. WAKEMAN.
"Sins against Relativity" are the most unpardon-
able, but fortunately the most impossible in the world.
Existence is founded upon duality, and is in itself but
a contrast. The Good is but the hitherside of the
Evil. The childish question, Why does not God kill
the Devil ? is answered by the instant thought that it
would be the denial and end of both. The good and
the bad, the high and the low, must perish together.
At bottom no one wants or expects to kill the Devil
or to quench Hell.
Mr. Conway (in The Open Court of April 17) thus
wisely describes Guide's famous painting of the defeat
of Satan: "The most chivalrous sympathizer with
the " under dog in a fight" could hardly feel any pity
for this prostrate fiend. His countenance is cruel :
the mouth and teeth made to bite : the complexion a
dirty copper : the eyes crafty and hard : a creature
evil for the love of evil. The angel points his sword
at the prostrate demon, but of course it is a sham
gesture. He does not mean to kill him. Satan is too
useful as an executioner and a horror to be slain."
His Hell is indeed, the necessary foundation of
Heaven. All that the Divine Powers wish or expect
is to keep him prostrate, "bound in chains for a
thousand years " at a time, and thus made to know
and keep his place. Were the angel's sword to
threaten his vital parts, the angelic hosts themselves
would parry the blow. Thus is the fundamental truth
of the duality of good and evil imbedded in the
imagery and play of old Theology.
But turn the leaf from this old Faith- lore to the
great, new, true, actual World, and the same truth or
truism is the first to be recognized. No Angels of
change, of evolution, or of reform must really remove
the now cruel conditions which made and still make
evolution and reform needful and possible, however
ugly, dark, and Satan-like some Reformer, as a modern
Guido, may paint them. Thus of late a tremor of fear
and distrust has run through "celestial minds" for
fear that the newly coming, white-winged, sword-
bearing Angel, Nationalism, may be for sending her
sword right into the very heart of Need, the mother
of Selfishness, which is the substance of Hell, which
is the foundation of Heaven ! Such was evidently the
fear about Nationalism, which inspired some of the
late leading editorials in The Open Court on competi-
tion, co-operation, socialism, and kindred topics. Such
also is the inspiration which prompted the article of
the famous Belgian Jurist, Prof. Emile de Leveleye,
in the March Contemporary ReviciLi,—such, in a word,
is the most general and crushing criticism against
Nationalism. It is denounced as a sin against Hell ?
Beware ! It will smash the very foundation of Heaven !
Under its emasculating influence, we are told, your
blessed back-bone, which 3'ou have inherited from
glorious Teutonic Swordsmen, will be gradually de-
liquesced. Your muscle and nerve melt into the
original jelly-fish protoplasm, without "differentia-
tion," beyond the sameness of individual cells—color-
less, formless, worthless, and without a bone !
Now let us consider somewhat whether there is
really any substantial danger to either Devil or Hell,
if the prophecy of Nationalism should become mea
surably triumphant ? On the contrary, will it not like
the good angel conquer and keep the benefit of both
without destroying either ?
First : The terrible physical needs of food, clothing
and shelter will certainly remain as imperative as
ever. Nationalism or Co-operation is simply the
higher form of social action by which Evolution pro-
vides that hunger, nakedness, and exposure shall be
as an ever present possibility, conquered, but never
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extinguished. They will forever stand before man as
incitements to action ; but civilized, social, co-opera-
tive man will be their master, while the savage man
was and will be their slave.
Evolution plainly shows how this victory over
nature must be and will be achieved, to wit : In the
savage state man had to meet these needs alone, or in
small tribes or families. Then it was that the strongest
survived, as among brutes, and brutal men. In the
barbarous state, the social organism by natural selection
became more and more the dominant fact by which
the life, protection, and welfare of the community was
secured. Those only who became fit co-operators
and parts of this social action succeeded. Thus the
fittest survived instead of the strongest and most bru-
tal. This is also finely and instructively illustrated in
comparative sociology, for instance, among the beavers,
the bees, and the ants.
In the civilized communities. Society has become a
complicated, living, and growing social organism. The
individual has no chance of life, except as he fits into
and grows with and contributes to the social life, and
he who fits and grows so as to best further and sustain
the organic whole, present and future, is the one in
the organ that is and ought to be selected. Thus
evolution works out that the social best is to be her
final favorite in civilized communities. In them evo-
lution acts on individuals not directly, but through
society and its requirements of the best. The general
disregard of this fact by competitive individualists
and anarchists is fatal to their cause.
Thus in the progress of society, evolution has first
thrown its selecting power in favor of the strongest, so
that then individual competition reigned; then upon
the fittest when adjustment to social conditions was
the saving grace ; and lastly upon the best in social
civilization, where the moral becomes the crown and
success of life. Those, therefore, who cite the laws of
individual competition as the final and necessary word
of evolution are simply giving us its savage form, and
have not reached its higher stages, when it selects the
fittest and finally the best. In its animal and savage
stage evolution selects physical advantages; then the
physical becomes fixed and changes little afterwards
;
the natural selection next falls in favor of intellect,
"cuteness" and social fitness ; finally intellect alone
ceases to avail, and then goodness, that is, conduct
which builds and sustains the organic action of the
whole organism or community, is that which avails or
will avail.
The anarchists and their friends who now insist
upon "wolfish competition " as the basis of an in-
dustrial community have only begun the study of
evolution, and are trying to continue its savage stage
in civilization. They are looking backward from the
present, instead of from the ideal future of Mr.
Bellamy. If there is anything in evolution, that Ideal
Future will be the gradual triumph of the best, not
necessarily of the savagest or the strongest. It is
certain, for instance, that international wars will cease,
and the necessities of the industrial age bepome more
and more dominant. The organic action of civilized
communities will, therefore, become more industrial.
It will be more a war against nature, and less against
man. But just as under the old military regime "no
one goeth to war at his own cost," but the community
by its organic action made war its business, and thus
put down or overgrew all private and guerilla war-
fare, so in industrial affairs the wholesale and organic
action of the community must and will finally over-
grow all partial efforts at production. That is, the
monopolists, who are guerilla chiefs of industry,
must go out of existence or become parts of the
general administration of the community for its
general benefit. The general benefits of the largest
and cheapest means of production must, by natural
selection, result in the organic action of the com-
munity to achieve that end. In industry, evolution
will work out the_ same result as it has done in war
government, justic^e, money, postal affairs, and already
largely in transportation.
Evolution no longer, or only slightly now, acts
upon the individual singly, as if he were a solitarj-
savage, but chiefly as a social factor, organ and co-
operator. The reason why industries have not been
sooner socialized, is easily seen to be due chiefly to
their past conditions ; viz : (i) the low state of civil-
ization, which could be sustained by individual labor
with little machinery, (2) the general existence of sla-
very and serfage under privileged classes, (3) the gen-
eral employment of the organic action in military and
church affairs, which dotted Europe with battle-
fields, castles and cathedrals. The introduction of
mighty machinery, which makes the best efforts of
individuals hopeless and childish ; the abolition of
slaver}', and military and church domination leave
no choice under evolution but an era of industrial-
ism, by, through, and under the organic action of the
people ; or else the reinstitution of a despotism sim-
ilar to that of Cjesar or the Tzar which is not to be
thought of. If society is an organism, as Hobbes, Comte,
Spencer and all scientists teach, its organic action is the
main subject of sociology, and socialism is simply ap-
plied sociology under evolution, which makes it in-
evitable.
These are general considerations, but they only
lead to and solve the apparent danger, that the suc-
cess of the industrial era and regime through some
kind of Socialism or Nationalism, will remove compe-
tition, satisfy the needs which only can excite activity.
J
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toil and ambition, and thus lead to physical, mental,
moral and social emasculation and death. Those who
thus apprehend have simply mistaken the first or sav-
age stage of evolution for the whole. The direct con-
trary is the result. When evolution falls upon and
selects the member of a civilized society, because he is
the best, and best performs social requirements, it
makes necessary and includes both intellectual and
sociailjitnc'ss, and also physical .f/r^;/o-///. The strength
of the savage, //us the fitness to the social order, and
j>/u's the intellectual and moral purpose of a citizen are
included in t/w best. The greater always thus includes
the less, but that less is the subdominant foundation
of the higher, and in social civilization is attained by
culture, devotion and discipline, instead of "wolfish
competition," and brutal and selfish purposes, which
can only tend to keep man a wolf, a brute, and a devil.
Thus, secondly, whenever the organic action has
made these higher social requirements upon the indi-
vidual they have been easily reached. It is this fact
that has made military service the source of honor,
strength, duty, and nobility. This has always been so
steadily the result of " civilized warfare," that many
officers and " aristocrats " seriously argue, that all
that is noble in man will depart if he ceases to be a hu-
man butcher, and to have war as the main organic
purpose of society ! But let them first see what the
voluntary armies of industry can do, in calling forth and
developing physical strength, social fitness and devo-
tion. Instead of the selfishness of "wolfish competi-
tion," let us have social duty culminating in the best,
the noblest organic action, sustaining and sustained by
the noblest individuals ! Then the victories of peace
will be greater than those of war, in the evolution,
and not the destruction of vigorous, noble man-
hood.
But there is no danger that all this nobility of the
people will ever quench the hells, or kill the devils.
It will be the fulfilment of what Swedenborg teaches
to be the first dut}' of the Angels, that is, to preserve or-
der in Hell, and keep the Devils there. Hunger and
cold, disease and death will be back of, and excite the
motive powers of the social demands and require-
ments, and the selection which will sustain the social,
industrial activity, and the physical, intellectual and
moral nobility which will keep those natural devils down.
Goethe has said this the best of all : In the most
pathetic passage of literature, when the aged Faust
has entered the final industrial era, and conquered
peace, and is about to die, Need, Care, Guilt and
Death, because he was a mortal, came to claim him as
their own. The industrial Faust, the symbol of Hu-
manity, banished them all
—
except Death : " Four
came, but three have gone," he said, "for Death
remains as a solace and a brother."
Why may not evolution realize this dream ?jWhen
finally, in the old age of every individual, the three
devils. Need, Care and Guilt, cease to haunt, Death
may remain,—not as an avenging fiend, but as the
"brother of sleep," the angel of rest. This can only be
when Evolution has brought " organic action " to that
advanced stage, where its impulse will be expressed
in that Lord's Prayer of the new era—which let us
learn to repeat :
'• Each for All,
All for Each
:
From each his highest deed.
To each as he may need."—Amen.
THE HEMISPHERIC REGION.
In ascending above the Thalamus we rise into the
highest and most important province of the brain,
into the hemispheric region, consisting of the cortex
and the striped bodies or corpora striata.
If we pursue the course of the fibres of the crusta
upwards, we notice that on each side they break
RADIATA AND ITS
C R. Corona Radiata consisting of ascend-
ing and descending fibres.
«. c. Nucleus Caudatus.
n. CI. Head of nucleus caudatus, invisible
in the drawing because covered with fibres.
«. 1:2. Middle part, and
n. C3. Tail of nucleus caudatus.
X. Represents the place where the lentiform body lies buried under-
neath the protruding fibres,
C C. Corpus Callosum, connecting the two hemispheres with each
other.
F. F2, Fs. Fornix, or the Vault ; thick bundles of white fibres, ri-ing in
the marginal circumvolution of the temporal \Qh&{gyrtts hippocajnpi), ovet-
arching the thalamus and descending to the corpora candicantia, underneath
the front part of the thalamus.
The lateral ventricle lies between the fornix, the tailed body which
forms its floor, and the corpus callosum which forms its roof. The right
lateral ventricle is separated from the left through a double-walled mem-
brane, called sepiii??i lucidum. Each lateral ventricle possesses three cavities
which are called its anterior, lateral, and pasterior horns.
V. Lateral ventricle, posterior horn.
vt
.
The anterior horn of the lateral ventricle, between the corpus callo-
sum above and the front part of the fornix below.
v2. The lateral or middle horn of the lateral ventricle, its floor being
the lower part of the fornix.
/. Insula Reil, being the deepest portion of the Fissure of Silvius.
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through a thick oval body (the corpus striatum) and
then, above the corpus striatum they radiate fanlike,
and disperse in all directions. The narrow passage
through the striped body, filled with these thick
bundles of white fibres, is called the Capsula interna,
and their fanlike dispersion above the striped body is
called the corona radiata or crown. One smaller bun-
dle of nerve fibres passes round the striped body to
the frontal lobe of the brain, and this tract is called
capsula externa.
The corpus striatum is thus divided by the capsula
interna into two parts, which after their shape are
called the lenticular and the tailed body
—
nucleus
Icntiformis and nucleus caudatus. The lenticular body
appears in a lateral view, if looked at from the island
of Reil, like a slightly oval lense. It is situated out-
side the internal capsule. The tailed body shaped
like a big comma whose head lies in front and whose
tapering tail stretches backward and downward, lies
inside the internal capsule. The nucleus caudatus is
in its thicker frontal part continuous with the gray
matter of the hemispheres ; it is also intimately con-
nected with the shell (or putamen) of the lenticular
body, and it engirds in its tail-like elongation the
(After Edinger.)
thalamus opticus from which it is distinctly separated
by a sharp groove {stria terminalis) in which runs a
small bundle of white fibres, tenia scmicircularis which
is the continuation of the olfactory nerve rising from
the olfactory ganglion. The nucleus caudatus forms
the floor of the posterior horn of the lateral ventricle,
and its tail ends in an eminence, called the amygdaloid
tubercle.
A great part of the coronal nerve fibres rise from
the thalamus. These nerves connect the thalamus
with almost all regions of the hemispheres ; near the
thalamus they are gathered in bundles called the stems
of the thalamus.
For further information we refer to the adjoined
illustrations and diagrams, representing the brain, in
coronal, sagital, and horizontal sections.
Coronal sections are such as run parallel to the
coronal suture of the cranium. For instance a ver-
tical section through both ears is a coronal section.
Sagital sections are such as run parallel to the sagital
suture of the cranium. The sagital suture stands like
an arrow on the string of a bow at right angles upon
the coronal suture.
CORONAL SECTION OF BRAIN. (After Edinger.)
AA, BB, CC. Indicate the following three horizontal sectio
Slni
Ccl
FIRST HORIZONTAL SECTION OF BRAIN. (After Henly.)
Indicated in the coronal section by an imaginary line to be drawn through
AA, and laying bare the corpus callosum (Germ. Balken).
Lt. Ligamentum tectum, Striae longitudinalis Lancisi.
Sim. Striae longitudinalis mediales; white longitudinal fibres, interlacing
in several places, running along in the middle of the corpus callosum. The
mass of white substance between the cortex and corpus callosum is called
Ceniritin Sciniovalf.—Ccl. Corpus callosum.
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BRAIN (After Edinger )
maginaryhne to be drawn through
! frontal lobes,
Indicated in the coronal section by i
BB, laying bare the thalamus and nucleus caudatus.
The occipital lobes in reality appear as close togethe
so as to cover the cerebellum.
The Fornix rising in front from both thalami shows a cross-section in
F.lf. The fornix overarches the thalamus and descends to the marginal
convolution on the base of the brain, which is visible in F./ only. This con-
volution is called the Gyrus Hippocampi. The gyrus hippocampi passes
from the occipital lobe into the front lower part of the temporal lobe, where
it is called Gyrus Uncinatus or hooked circumvolution.
trance from the third 1Foramen Monro,
lateral ventricle.
S. M. Sulcus Monro, a
;
St. Septum pellucidum, a membra;
lateral ventricle. Each ventricle having
are two septa directly facing each oth
wrongly called the ventricle of the septum pell
fact, no ventricle, but must be conceived as the
f the third ventricle ir
cmbrane forming the
The
the thalamus.
between both frontal lobes. The continuity of this fissure with the ventricle
of the septum pellucidum has been interrupted by the growth of the corpus
callosum. The corpus callosum (the commissural fibres joining both hemis-
pheres) is little developed in lower mammals, it is strongly developed in the
monkey and is still more prominent in man.
Ccl. /. Rostrum or Beak, lowest part of the corpus callosum.
Ccl. 2. Genu or Knee of corpus callosum.
Ccl. J. Upper surface of corpus callosum.
Cci. 4. Splenium or Wedge ; posterior part of corpus callosum.
Cim. Peduncles of corpus callosum.
Com. Commissura Media, connecting the two thalami.
anterior, inter-connecting the temporal lobes,
posterior ; white fibres connecting both thalami.
ea terminalis ; part of tuber cinereum, originally the
jrain (as explained in the development of; of the pri
Coa. Com
Cop. Com
Lei. Lam:
top and termin
the brain),
//. Optic nerve.
Hi. Chiasma of optic ni
H. Hypophysis orpituita
TV. Tuber cinereum.
Cca. Corpus candicans.
P. Pons.
Mo. Medulla oblongata
I'g. Fourth y
A. Aquaductus Sylvii.
Fta. Incisura pallii, sup. vale.
Ftp. Vallecula, posterior vale.
Lq. Four Hills.
O:. Conarium or pineal gland.
Cbl. Cerebellum.
Indicated
through CC, G
Th. Thalamus.
Mc. Middle commissure.
_f. Fornix.
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CROSS-SECTION THROUGH GYRUJ
The gyrus hippocampi is accompanied by
(After Edinger.)
aller circumvolution, the
gyrus dentatus, (or fascia dentata) which is almost bare of all gray substance.
It produces by protrusion inside a ridge in the lateral ventricle, called Horn
of Ammon, or pes hippocampi major. The fornix rises from fibres origin-
ating in the gyrus dentatus, where it is called Fimbria.
All the marginal circumvolutions of the hemispheres ; viz., the gyrus
fornicatus, which surrounds the corpus callosum, its continuation, the gyrus
hippocampi with the fascia dentata, and the cornu Ammonis, and also the
nerve-fibres of the striae Lancisi are strongly developed in animals in whom
the function of smell is prominent. In the fcetal stage and in infants they
are comparatively large ; in the adult man they are almost atrophied. In the
dolphin who has no olfactory bulb, they are found in a state of retrogression.
CORRESPONDENCE.
THE SURVIVAL OF THE VILLAIN.
To the Editor of The Open Court .—
In consideration of your noble statement ; ' ' That if it be found
that I am wrong, I will abandon my case and join him who teaches
the truth," I am encouraged to make an effort to win such a
powerful ally. Firstly, to prove that competition and gravita-
tion are alike and both necessary laws, you say : " Every gravitat-
ing particle upon the Earth gravitates towards the very same
point in the centre of the globe. " Now I want you to recognize
that they do not and cannot compete, for every element or sub-
stance must gravitate with speed or force according to its density,
regardless of every other one. The feather that would undertake
to compete with the leaden bullet ought to be sent to the lunatic
asylum.
I am fully aware of the fact and admit that in all lower orders
of lite cruel competition against every other of its kind is the con-
dition. But co-operation is the law of life within the organism
itself, and this is verified by Embryology. Beginning with a sin-
gle cell that divides itself into two, the two into four, the four into
eight, and so on until the requisite number of cells are produced
with which to build the organism. These cells seem to have an
individuality, and co-operating to build this organism arrange
themselves into three layers, the centre one taking up all that is
deep, like arteries, bones, etc., and all the cells of all the layers
working in harmony to complete this wonderful structure. There
is no function or faculty any more honorable or necessary than
any other, for the life and existence of the structure is entirely
dependent on all of them, and when the organism is finished
whether it be a horse or man, the blood or circulating medium will
distribute itself to the various parts of the organism just in pro-
portion to the work and waste it has endured, if the muscles only
have been used and worn, the circulating medium will go there as
readily as it will go to the brain, if that has been the part of the
organism worked. An organism is a city full of cells. Nature
knows that the greatest good of each is the greatest good of all ;
and Nature is just in the distribution of her circulating medium to
keep the organism healthy and symmetrical in all its parts. Nature
has no cruel and conflicting competition inside of the organism.
It is only when she leaves the organism to be guided by its im-
perfect brain that this death-dealing element steps in. As soon as
an organism is developed high enough to produce a brain that
loves such virtues as equity, magnanimity, and gratitude, then it
becomes disgusted with dishonest competition, and makes an effort
to take a lesson from nature's method, which of course is emula-
tion ; that is, that a skilled hand reflects credit on the whole body ;
that just conclusions arrived at by the brain are a glory to the
whole organism ; that you shall do a grand deed not to ruin your
fellow, but for his good and that of the whole community. You
say, " If we annihilate competition the whole country would sink
into a state of general stagnation." This carries the impression
that emulation is not as potent to inspire effort in humanity as
competition. With the experience of the wars where emulation
is the motive, how can you think so. Byron says something like
this: " The all white eye, the roll in the dust, these reward the
rank and file by thousands. The rest may get a ribbon at their
breast." It is to get that ribbon that thousands give up their
lives, and money could not buy it from those who get it. This
proves that to be well thought of by our fellows, is the highest of
all incentives. Where men are so successful in this dishonest com-
petitive system as to' be able to grasp a million of other men's
earnings, instead of being well thought of, they are being despised
as wholesale legal robbers.
You say that "The purchasing power represents the amount
of energy that humanity can devote to the production of a special
article." This in my judgment is your most vulnerable statement
There are certainly a million idle men very anxious to devote energy
to production. It is known that the energy of many is not devoted
to the production of wealth, but to the effort to get it away from
those who do produce it. There is also an army whose energy is
devoted to trying to sell this wealth to people who have no pur-
chasing power, and the energy of the many is employed counter-
acting the efforts of others, to keep them from producing the
things that they do, that the prices may be high. For the present
is really a system for the prevention of the production of wealth,
and it has succeeded to such a degree, that it is known that we
could manufacture a great many times more than we could pos-
sibly consume. No doubt savages die of starvation, but it is always
in time of famine ; they will not work eight hours a day ; the
white man will, and he has the benificent inventions to help him
produce enormous quantities of wealth. But this deadlock of lim-
iting production to the purchasing power is so shortsightedly
wicked that 12,000 of the poor died of starvation in New York,
not when there was a famine, but when the grainaries were burst-
ing. You say that my sentence "That in present conditions the
villain is the fittest to survive," is not true.
I hope the following will convince you of your mistake. " The
present scramble for existence is developing the brutal side of
human nature," and my reason for it is, that the qualities we ab-
hor, fear, and despise in man are those which insures him material
success, and these qualities are being exercised more and more as
competition grows closer.
The shrewd, suspicious, and selfish mortal who watches his
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opportunity to take advantage of other men's necessities, who de-
lights to trample on the weak, whose heart and hand are closed
acainst undeserved woe—material success is sure to crown the
efforts of such a wicked brain. And how sad to think that the
prssession of all the virtues we adore, such as trustfulness, tender
pity, benevolence, simple truth, and a resolve to be guided by the
grlden rule, that those virtues and that resolve will lead him and
his beloved ones to the poor house. The man who loves his family
dare not exercise his virtues ; hence they become rudimentary, and
he must exercise his vices ; so they become developed. If you will
help us make the conditions such, that the nobleman instead of
the villain, will be the fittest to survive, then you will be a re-
deemer of this world. C. Orchardson.
LOOKING UPWARD.
BY L. D. A,
Competition, we agree, means " a common strife for the same
object." But because there is the same object in view, the author
of " Looking Forward " airily overlooks the wasteful friction of
the strife. Strife, in the sense of effort against evil toward good,
is an essential of life ; but, in the sense of life, striving against
life is necessarily a waste of life.
Really between me and my opponent there is only a difference
of view. If he will once admit the possibility of reducing selfish
good from its leading, to a subordinate, position in human nature,
he becomes from that moment a Nationalist. The Nationalist
does not expect to see competition abolished in an instant, but con-
verted gradually into emulative co-operation by natural means.
It is hopeful to observe that my "competitor" believes in
some kind of co-operation. He does not exactly tell us what it is,
but, although maintaining that co-operation is "contrary" to
competition, he exclaims : " Let us have more co-operation of any
kind, if you please," etc., and therefore, I suppose, less of his
cherished competition. But stay! His co-operation " does not
exclude free competition " ! Evidently his ideal after all, then, is
some kind or degree of emulative co-operation, which is exactly
my own ideal. Thus is the " fierceness " of the strife commuted
(when anyone sees his part in the whole) into increased efficiency
for the common good—increased harmony—in itself a nobler re-
sult, and promising nobler general results. To be a Nationalist one
need only believe in the principle of the circulation of forces.
AN ANARCHIST ON NATIONALISM.
To the Editor of The Open Court
:
—
The Anarchist, habituated by the nature of his theory to ap-
ply hard inductive methods to social science, cannot regard such
flounderings of a philanthropic writer as is L. D. A. among big
words without a feeling of commiseration. About the time of
Nimrod, mankind divided into rulers and ruled, employers and
employes, masters and slaves, a "relation which, under one name
or another, everywhere continues. Natural selection weeds out of
the servile class variations unfavorable to life and propagation
under the conditions of slavery, with this very obvious result that
many populations, once spirited enough, have become servants of
servants. Of the variations unfavorable to life and propagation
in the dominant class, natural selection takes no visible account,
because the fundamental one of all—the desire to rule— is itself so
transcendently unfavorable. " Sad shall be the end of a wicked
race." No dynasty of rulers ever lasted long. While natural selec-
tion thus weeds out the ruler-class but pres'erves the rulable, it
has raised up, under tremendous stress, a third—the class who
will neither rule nor be ruled. The man of this character dies a
martyr, if he turns to social reform. C. L. James.
Eau Claire, Wis.
CORRECT PREMISES, BUT WRONG CONCLUSIONS.
IN REPLY TO MR. WAKEMAN, MR. L. D. A., AND MR. ORCHARDSON.
The argument which Mr. Wakeman supposes to be in favor
of nationalism, is a very good one. He says :
" In the progress of society evolution has first thrown its selecting power
in favor of the strongest, so that then individual competition reigned
; then
upon the fittest when adjustment to social conditions was the saving grace :
and lastly upon the best in social civilization when the morat becomes the
crown and success of life."
The argument is _good, for I believe it is true ; and it is the
very same thing that I have been preaching all the time.
I have always contended against the statement that the most
brutal and shrewd are the strongest. Man is stronger than the
lion, although the lion has bigger teeth, tougher muscles, and
sharper claws, The fox may have been more cunning than the
anthropoid, yet the anthropoid was more intelligent. His cunning
was tempered with moral qualities, and such shrewdness we call
intelligence. Those moral qualities helped him to progress and
without his moral qualities man would have remained an animal
like the gorilla, in spite of strength and shrewdness. It is a
further evolution and a higher development of morality that we
are all working for, and we hope that our efforts are not in vain.
The shrewd and unprincipled man is by no means the
strongest ; the more moral a man is, the fitter will he be to sur-
vive. But do not call a good-natured fool a moral man simply be-
cause he is not given to vice. This blasphemes morality. A
moral man is a character who does ail he can to acquire all the
intellectual and physical qualities necessary to make a success in
life.
That is all conceded and I have repeated this truism again and
again. The salvation of humanity can be found only in morality,
and morality is obedience to the laws of nature, above all to the
sociological laws, the observance of which makes society grow and
prosper. But why from these premises must we conclude that all
property should be nationalized, and that all industrial enterprises
should be run by the state ? These premises are correct, I grant,
but they contain not the slightest reason why we should sacrifice
individual freedom to themoloch of a national government, which
would be the owner of all the land, the sole capitalist, and the only
employer of labor, so that all citizens would become government
employees.
All the arguments of Mr. Wakeman, that society is an organ-
ism, were used with great advantage two thousand years ago
for justifying the caste system of Egypt and of India. If the
simile hold good, there is no reason why we should not again in-
troduce the heredity of caste, for in organisms also all the cells
produced by brain-cells become brain-cells again, the liver-cells
bring forth liver-cells, etc., etc. All the organs of an organism,
the stomach as well as the hands, are of equal importance, why
then should not, (as we are told in the fable of Menenius Agrippa)
the hands do all the work, the stomach all the digestion or enjoy-
ment, and the brain all the governing ? I suppose that none
would accept these consequences.
The simile is not inappropriate, yet we must not forget that
it is a simile. I also consider Society as an organized whole, and
strongly object to the conception of individualists who believe that
mankind is like the beach of the ocean, a heap of many millions
of independent grains of sand. But conceded that society is an or-
ganism, there is no reason why all capital should be controlled by
the government.
.lEsop Junior tells a fable about the limbs of a body who
were dissatisfied with the distribution of their circulating medium,
called blood, which they receive for services rendered. The
blood had in their society a free circulation, and the government
called consciousness, residing in the capital called brain, did not
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trouble much about it. The limbs, however, were dissatisfied, for
there are arteries that contain a great abundance of blood and yet
they do not want it themselves ; they have to distribute it to the
limbs, and the limbs receive only small currents in the capillaries,
which was no fair equivalent for their services rendered.
Now it was true that for some reason or other the limbs had
really not received their fair share. So they held a meeting and pro-
posed different plans. The right foot said: The cause of our suffering
is the brain ; there is too much interference of consciousness. Leave
nature alone and nature will let all things adjust themselves. The
left foot said : Let us bring all the functions of the body under the
control of consciousness and all our ailments will soon be settled.
We ought to have more concentration and co-operation, more
regulation in the interest of all. We live in a state of anarchy
which forces us to drudge unceasingly. If the blood were evenly
distributed, according to our needs, and not according to the no-
tions of the arteries, who keep so much blood for themselves, we
would not all be obliged to work constantly. Four hours a day for
a limited time of our existence would be enough work to keep us
all comfortably alive. Imagine the aorta alone possesses many
millions of blood-corpuscles, enough to nourish the big biceps of
the arm for a whole year, and yet the biceps receives too small
a share for health.
The hands proposed another method ; they declared that if
they did not receive the ratio to which they were entitled they
would strike. Then the arteries might try to live without the as-
sistance of the hands. The plans of the feet were considered, yet
not executed. But the bands being serious, brought matters to a
crisis. The arteries could not at the time fulfil all the demands of
the hands, but after some discussion and arbitration a compromise
was reached, according to which the limbs received a fairer share,
for which they could afford to do better work than before in a
shorter time.
Laborers, do not believe in Utopian schemes ! do not seek
for a fool's paradise, but live in the actual presence ! We live in
a republic. If you are underpaid, try to help yourselves, and
fight for your right with all the legal means at your disposal.
Improve your situation wherever you can, and whenever a
further progress of mankind justifies an amelioration of your
condition. If you expect help from the nationalization of pro-
perty, because then you would be provided for by the nation,
you might just as well wait for the institution of a Schlaraffia,
where pigs run about roasted, and all kinds of cakes grow
on the trees. But bear in mind that if in your struggle for
amelioration you fight with immoral means, if instead of the bal-
lot, you employ the bullet ; if instead of raising yourselves, you at-
tempt to keep others down ; if you destroy property, you will
not only ruin yourselves, and blunt the sympathy which public
opinion has with honestly struggling labor, but you will also injure
your cause. Unnecessary strikes, unjustifiable demands, violence,
rampant and incendiary speech, will harm society in general and
yourselves in particular.
Mr. Wakeman maintains that " in its animal and savage stage
evolution selects physical advantages ; then the physical becomes
fixed and changes little afterwards." This is an error, invented
as a makeshift answer to my argument that, if man did no longer
use his backbone, his backbone would become a rudimentary
organ. The fact is that all life is plastic and must under changed
conditions necessarily undergo changes.
It is true that the human form remains constant within cer-
tain limits. But this is so because and in so far as conditions re-
main about the same, and if a human form is changed too much
natural selection will discontinue its propagation. For instance,
if a man does not exercise his lungs, their breathing capacity will
be reduced and the consequence will be not -a new species of man
with inferior lungs, but the man will die of consumption.
There is a certain class of animals called Ascidians or Pouch-
Creatures which consist of a bag of animal substance with diges-
tive and respiratory organs only. They lead a mere vegetative life.
Our naturalists look upon them as forms of retrogressive. develop-
ment from snails. The snail possesses a head and muscles for
locomotion. Some of the snails found it possible to live without a
head, so they lost that little bit of brain which a snail possesses
and became headless snails or Ascidians. Theologians of the old
school may believe that man or at least the soul of man is not
subject to natural laws, but so long as Mr. Wakeman does not
prove the contrary, I shall continue to believe the scientist in
preference to the prophet of a nationalistic Utopia.
Mr. L. D. A. finds it hopeful that I " believe in some kind of
co-operation." Did he suppose that I do not believe in co-opera-
tion ? I should like to see the man who does not ! Co-operation is a
fact, and society, in its present form is indeed one great co-opera-
tive system. The issue of nationalism, however, is not whether
co-operation is possible, but whether free competition can be
abolished, and if so, whether it would be wise to abolish it.
Nationalism proposes to abolish competition by changing the
present state of society into one great national workhouse.
Yet I maintain that even in the great workhouse of national
co-operation competition cannot be abolished, for people would
have to compete for the more desirable positions, and these would
be fewer in such a state than they are at present. Personal liberty
would necessarily have to go, for only the Supreme Working Master
General and his assistants in the government of the nation would
be independent and free men. The rest might be allowed to express
their wishes as to the kind of employment they would prefer—
a
privilege which is usually granted also to the inmates of our peni-
tentiaries. But if, as will frequently be the case, a compliance
with so many wishes becomes inconvenient to the board of
managers, these wishes will be overruled. It is to be expected
that the fulfilment of all wishes will be an impossibility.
If a laborer, skilled or unskilled, under the present state of
society, is dissatisfied with his work or with the treatment he re-
ceives, he has a chance of finding another employer. There is no
hope of that kind in the national workhouse of Mr. Bellamy.
Mr. L. D. A. is mistaken when he declares that I "airily
overlook the wasteful friction of the strife." Progress in civili-
zation is possible only through economy of labor, and the
avoidance of wasteful friction is economy of labor. I believe
in progress, I believe that humanity in future centuries will be
better than it is at present ; it will be nobler in moral re-
spects, and it will also be more comfortably housed, and clad,
and fed, than we are now. "la the new order of things," I
said in the article under discussion, "we hope all unnecessary
struggle will be avoided, we shall have less waste and a minimum
of friction, yet the law of competition will remain in a future and
better state of society just as powerful as it ever was since time
immemorial, and as it is to-day."
-*-»*«*»**
Mr. Orchardson has not yet given up his favorite idea that
production ought to be adjusted to the needs of the people, not to
their purchasing power. Granting that " the purchasing power
"
represents the ability to produce, or the amount of energy that
can be devoted to manufacturing a certain article, he maintains,
that " there are certainly a million idle men very anxious to devote
their energy to production." It may be true, and I believe it is
true, that there are many people anxious to work who cannot find
employment or if they find employment, they cannot find that
kind of employment which they would like to have, and for which
they are best fitted. This being granted, how can the evil be
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cured through the appropriation of all capital by the nation ?
Why does not Mr, Orchardson rather suggest the establishment of
agencies to bring the people into those places where their work is in
demand ? If the capital in our country were really so unlimited,
as the Nationalists suppose it to be, why does it not employ all
the idle men out of work ? Capital would gladly employ as many
men as possible, for capital cannot afford to remain idle without
ceasing to be capital. Capital is in the same predicament as is
labor ; if it lies unemployed it brings no returns.
If all our capital were managed by the government, it is not
certain that it would be administered as economically as if
when owned and employed by private individuals. ' A capitalist
whose income is larger than his expenses, invests the surplus
and makes it profitable again for further production and a
wider employment of labor. His own interest urges him to do so.
Yet the government which lives on taxes, hoards up large sums
without using them, and sometimes wastes the sweat and the
energy of its citizens. Valuable quantities of silver were stored
up for yea'rs in Washington without being put to any use, and then
again great amounts were squandered by imprudence and criminal
negligence.
Our government is by no means an exception ; other govern-
ments, even those which are famous for the honesty with which
they administer their affairs, are not better in this respect.
Travelers visiting Dresden have perhaps noticed a large
area of vacant land on the banks of the river, opposite Briihl's
Terrace. This land belongs to the Saxon government and is the
place on which stand old dilapidated barracks. The new barracks
were to be built on the hills northeast of Dresden ; and some
years ago, a building association of private individuals offered to
build them in exchange for that patch of land on the banks of
the river. They calculated that this land in the centre of the
city, if properly improved, would become the most desirable place
for fashionable residences. The Saxon government seeing that
this plan was a good idea, undertook the scheme on its own ac-
count. It built the new barracks, out of taxes, and paid a higher
price than was expected. That valuable land, however, lies as
waste in the very heart of the city even to-day, as it ever was. The
nationalization of capital, if it were possible, would be the finar»-
cial ruin of our country.
Almost all the people who have a pet idea of reform upon
which they look as a social panacea, believe that their case is
proved if they point out deficiencies in the present social state.
We are told that there are dishonest politicians, that some laborers
do not receive their fair wages, that others do not find employ-
ment, that there are burglars breaking into our houses, that many
diligent workers, farmers, inventors, thinkers, poets, have to struggle
hard in life to make a fair living. And because these things
are facts, the nationalist imagines that they need but be pointed
out in order to prove that a nationalization of all property and
enterprise would do away with all these evils. In the same way
the anarchist maintains that the abolition of all government is the
patent medicine that will cure our social evils.
The national government in Mr. Bellamy's state of society is
supposed to be perfect. All incitement to crime, it is maintained
will cease as soon as all land, all. capital, and all power are na-
tionalized. There will be no political parties, because all citizens
are good, and being good, they are of one opinion. There will be
no corruption in politics, for corruption is supposed to be impos-
sible. All this is a bold assumption which remains to be proved.
Even the best governments are fallible and experience teaches
that they must be constantly watched. Not without good reason
has it been said that the power of the government ought to be lim-
ited to a mere administration of the common affairs of the citizens.
The government ought to interfere with the liberties of its citizens
as little as possible
;
and indeed that government is best which is
noticed least. It may be true that those common affairs in which all
citizens are equally concerned, because they serve the common
weal, such as the administration of the post-office, are better car-
ried on by the government than by private individuals. But actual
experience in Chicago and other cities proves that although the
government may be able to carry the mails, it cannot build a post-
office that will last ten years. Functions of mere administrative
character are best performed if everything goes in the same old
rut every day. Rarely an innovation is necessary ; and the more
machine-like the work is carried on, the less friction will be pro-
duced.
Matters are different in industrial enterprises where it is nec-
essary to adapt old systems to new inventions and where competi-
tion demands progress under penalty of ruin. The government
always makes a poor merchant, and has never as yet been suc-
cessful in industrial enterprises.
The truth of these facts is well known and some people go so
far as to believe that governments are mere nuisances, that their
interference is the cause of all evil and that a perfect state of so-
ciety can be attained only through the abolition of all government.
This is the very opposite error of Nationalism, A leading anarch-
ist of Chicago says that "every step forward has been at the ex-
pense of authority by increasing the area of voluntary actions,"
and the goal of progress, he declares, must be "individual sov-
ereignty,"
When anarchists teach the sovereignty of the individual, we
have to inform them that society is an organized whole The in-
dividual is what he is through the community only, and he must
obey the laws that govern the growth of communal life. The
more voluntary this obedience is, the better it is for the community
as well as for the individual himself. But if the individual does
not voluntarily obey the laws of the community, society has the
right to enforce them. There is no such thing as sovereignty of
the individual.
Anarchism is just as one-sided as Nationalism, only in the
opposite direction. In some respects both are right, but in otheri
both are wrong. The ideal state of society is a combination of
the hopes of both parties ; it is a state in which there is as much
order as possible and at the same time as much individual lib-
erty as possible. Wherever a nation is developing in the line of
progress, we shall always notice an increasing realization of these
two apparently antagonistic principles—liberty and order.
If it were true that " the villain is the fittest to survive," as
Mr. Orchardson again maintains, how is it that our moral ideals
have been progressing from century to century ? In spite of some
occasional relapses, we must acknowledge that man's conscience
has become more and more educated and refined. If Mr. Or-
chardson's view were true, that ' ' virtues become rudimentary, " hu-
manity ought to degenerate from age to age, and the accumulated
result of natural selection ought to be a race of bottled scoun-
drels. Did not Mr. Orchardson, with all his benevolent intentions
for the human race, survive also ? Or does he consider him-
self a remnant only of paradisian virtue ? I should not wonder
at all, if he explained the fact that humanity is not as yet disposed
to accept nationalism from the deterioration of mankind, which
has been so depraved in the state of "wolfish" competition.
It is time for humanity to understand that the ideals of so-
cialism and of anarchism will lead us back to tha primitive state
of savage life, unless they are realized both at the same time.
The realization of two ideals apparently contradictory, is possible
only through educating mankind to that state of society in which
the moral man only will survive. But let us bear in mind that
one moral quality of great importance is the proper usage of
money, neither to be a miser nor a spendthrift.
It is no uncommon experience that many people are unable to
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regulate properly and proportionately their economical affairs ;
they spend what they have to-day and do not think o£ to-morrow.
This is a lack of foresight which makes them unfit for a state of
independence; and it is sure that many of the differences in pos-
session (although not all differences) are to be derived from this
difference of character. When you observe on a steamer the poor
emigrants among the steerage passengers, I believe that if you are
able to read their characters, you may predict their future fates.
The frugal artisan will make his way in the new home, although
.he may have a few dollars only left on his arrival in New York,
yet the discharged lieutenant who left the old country for debts,
in spite of a few hundred dollars cash, will soon go to the wall.
Let me call attention to an example from history : The ex-
iled Huguenots saved almost their bare lives only. They arrived
in the different places of refuge in wretched poverty. Yet, where-
ever they went, they very soon succeeded in whatever they under-
took, for they were industrious, intelligent and economical. They
were men of independent mind and strong character.
Nationalism will never be able to educate people into self-
reliant, independent men. It will make of free citizens human
cattle, provided for with food and shelter, and put to work by the
national board of management. But as soon as a state of society
is reached in which there are only prudent, self-reliant and inde-
pendent men, and in which the immoral man is unfit to survive,
humanity will no longer be in need of the panacea of Nationalism.
NOTES.
The admonition of Shakespeare, " Put money in thy purse,"
is one of the wisest bits of advice that ever came from his boun-
teous philosophy. He forgot however, having many things on
hand, to show some easy way of doing it. This carelessness has
happily been corrected by the finance reformers and inventors of
our own day. They have plans to put money into all our purses ;
and much space is given in the reform journals to their solutions
of the " Money question " : expansion and contraction of the cur-
rency, National bank monopoly, and similar themes. Some of
them want soft money, others hard money ; a few of them prefer
dear money, although most of them want it cheap ; but they all
want money. Some of the most enthusiastic explorers of this
financial wilderness would not only expand the currency but the
banking system too. "Give banking greater freedom," they ex-
claim, " so that we may all be bankers. Why should a tax of ten
per cent, be laid on private bankers ? Let any man issue money
who desires to do so. Let banking like other things be free."
Most of the financial reforms to which I have referred have
a " Wild Cat" look, and the reformers regard the quantity of the
"circulating medium" as more important than its quality ; a dan-
gerous mistake made more visible to me by the light of an old
newspaper which I have rescued from oblivion, and which is dated
May I, 1857, a period when banking was more free. In this ven-
erable back number I find a suggestive advertisement under the
following title, " List of solvent, uncurrent, and broken banks
—
corrected daily by Finley, Burton, and Co., Bankers." This
"list" is an instructive reminder of the circulating medium fur-
nished in the days when banking was more free. This tell-tale
catalogue informs the reader that Connecticut had seven " broken
banks " the names of which are given ; Delaware had two, while
the banks of the District of Columbia are quoted as " all worthless
except two," and the " money " of these good ones was quoted at
a discount of five per cent. Georgia banks were "all worthless
except eighteen," and these were at five per cent, discount. In
Illinois eight banks are marked "uncurrent," the discount rang-
ing from five to fifteen per cent. For Indiana the list gives all the
solvent banks, and significantly says, " all others are at a discount
varying from twenty-five to seventy-four per cent." Kentucky
had three " broken " banks. The banks in Louisiana are quoted
as 'all worthless except eight, " the names of which are given.
Maine had sixteen broken banks and one "uncurrent," Maryland
had five broken banks and Massachusetts six. The banks in
Michigan were "all worthless except five. " New Hampshire had
two broken banks, and New Jersey eleven. New York City had
ten " broken " banks and New York State had twenty-nine. Ohio
had nine broken banks and Pennsylvania eight. Rhode Island
had four broken banks and three "uncurrent." In the "list"
we find North Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee quoted
together, and the solvent banks of those states were at a discount of
five per cent. Virginia seems to have been in fair credit ; her "sol-
vent " banks are quoted at par, and she had only one " broken."
There is a good lesson in monetary science to be learned from
that ancient advertisement of Messrs. Finley, Burton, and Co.
The weight of it is increased by the fact that even the "solvent"
banks were only solvent when last heard from ; Messrs. Finley,
Burton, and Co. do not vouch that they will remain so until next
morning, for their list is " corrected daily," and at the bottom of
it is the following caution : "Note—Bank of Newcastle, Pa., re-
ported failed. Bank of Ottawa, 111., failed," and then comes a
warning forefinger, thus, US' "Prairie State Bank at Washington,
111., is again discredited at Chicago. It should be refused." I am
not wasting any sympathy on speculators and rich men who were
compelled to carry on their "operations" in this dubious cur-
rency; and, no doubt, even "business" managed to get along
with this precarious and uncertain " money " ; but the chief crime
of it was that clerks, mechanics, and laborers were compelled to
take it as wages, and at par. Some of them want it restored, tliat
they may be paid in it again. I cannot explain this eccenlriciy
any more than I can explain the hydrostatic paradox ; I merely
know of it as a fact for wonder, and leave it where I find it.
« ' -s-
In looking among the surplus statesmanship at Washington, I
have discovered plans and specifications for putting money into the
purses of us all. I do not undervalue the pension schemes, which
are a help, as far as they go, nor the River and Harbor method,
nor the device of building a court-house and post-office in every
village, and similar contrivances. They all have their merits, but
they are not sufficiently comprehensive ; they don't spend mont-y
enough. A more effective plan is that of Mr. Stanford, a Sena-
tor from California, who has introduced a bill into the American
senate requiring the Secretary of the Treasury to loan money to
farmers at two per cent, interest per annum. This would put
money into the purses of all the farmers, but it leaves the rest of
us outside the treasury. Still, as a help to the main object it is
far more efficient than the Pension, Court House, and River and
Harbor methods all put together. It is rather provoking that just
after Mr. Stanford had explained his bill to the Senate, his friends
held a consultation and decided that he ought to be " taken care
of," and the newspapers inform us that he is now being taken care
of accordingly. Another plan has been offered in a bill which, if
adopted, will put money into the purses of a great many people,
but unfortunately this also is for the exclusive benefit of the farm-
ers, but it is valuable as far as it goes. By this plan the govern-
ment is to establish great warehouses in all parts of the country.
In these warehouses the farmers are to store their corn, wheat
pork, tobacco, cotton, or whatever it may be ; and when stored,
the government is to advance to the farmer eighty per cent, of the
value of the produce. The defect in this plan is that eighty per
cent, is not enough ; but the bill can be amended in committee of
the whole, and cent per cent, the proper amount, substituted.
Eighty per cent, is evidently insufficient.
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All the plans thus far advanced dwindle into insignificance
when compared with the comprehensive statesmanship o£ Mr.
Plumb, a senator from Kansas. He has introduced a bill which,
if enacted into law, will put money into the purses, not only of the
farmers, but of everybody. This bill provides for organizing
" The Grand Army of Labor " on the following plan. The Presi-
dent of the United States is to issue a call upon all citizens to vol-
unteer and serve in the Grand Army of Labor under the following
conditions ; the labor day is to be four hours, and the labor week
five days ; wages $4 per day. This bill, as soon as it becomes law,
will end the eight hour agitation ; and, if passed at the beginning
of the session, it would have averted the strike of the carpenters
and the waiters of Chicago. The wages of the Grand Army of
Labor are to be paid weekly, in the following picturesque currency,
"the declaratory full-legal-tender silk-threaded greenback paper
money of the United States of America." If there should not
happen to be enough of it in the safe at any time, " the Secretary
of the Treasury shall at once cause a sufficiency thereof to be pre-
pared and covered into the treasury for that purpose." And he
must be very particular to see that the greenbacks when "pre-
pared" are of the "silk-threaded" kind, as no other will be re-
ceived. Nothing is said in the bill about pensions, but, of course,
they are understood, as it would be manifestly unfair to pension
one Grand Army and not another. It is a little surprising that up
to the receipt of the latest returns from Washington Mr. Plumb's
friends had not had any meeting to decide whether or not he ought
to be " taken care of."
M. M. Trumbull.
BOOK REVIEWS.
The leading article of /l//«i/ (Williams and Njrgate: London),
for the April quarter, " The Cerebral Cort w and its Work," by
Henry Maudsley, is replete with valuable su ;gestions. Speaking
of the fundamental idea or plan of the mental organization of the
brain, Dr. Maudsley says: "The essential question is not
whether mind does this or that, nor whether this or that has men-
tal quality, but what it is which direct and unbiased observation
proves the nervous system to do of itself, with or without the ac-
companiment of consciousness, what such perform mess actually
are and signify, and what is the proper language to use in order to
describe them." It is this objective stand-point that characterizes
Dr. Maudsley's article throughout. The conclusion at which he
arrives is. "That no part of the so-called motor region of the
cortex really is directly motor, but that its whole represents the
specialized movements at higher removes, and that such abstracts
of movements or motor abstracts are the out-tending or efferent
aspects of the cortical reflexes which all our thoughts are. In
mental apprehension is contained the understood fit responsive
movement to fit impression which is expressed actually in bodily
apprehension." Mental operations, he says, can be carried on
"without help or accompaniment of will or consciousness, so it
can accomplish broken or disordered purposes when conscious-
ness and will are not only powerless to prevent disorder, but pow-
erless to hinder themselves from being enthralled in obsequious
conformity of disorder. In neither case are consciousness and
will the actual agents ; they are derivative, not original, exponents
or indicators of what is being done, not the doers of it."
In the same periodical Mr. G. Santayana discusses " Lotze's
Moral Idealism." Mr. Santayana quotes the opening sentence of
the " Microcosmos, " namely, the saying of Lotze, that " between
the demands of our emotional nature and the results of human
science there is an ancient ever-raging strife," and remarks that
"whatever value Lotze's incidental contributions to logic and
psychology may have, his answer to this moral question is doubt-
less the most important and interesting part of his system."
"If we cannot have omniscience," says Mr. James Ward in
the remaining independent essay of this magazine, "then, what
we want is a philosophy that will justify faith." He quotes the
famous passage from Kant, who says : "I must remove kno-.^'l-
edgf in order to get room iox faith; " and concludes : " two oppo-
site speculative hypotheses present themselves, which I must be
content to designate as the religious and the non-religious. Neither,
from the nature of the case, can logically refute and silence the
other. The future of philosophy depends on the issue between
these opposite hypotheses ; and what I would suggest is that that
issue will in turn depend on the practical results to which the two
lead. It will be a case of the survival of the fittest."
In the department entitled " Discussion," the editor of Miiia
writes upon Dr. H. Miinsterberg's theory of Apperception—re-
searches previously referred to in The Open Court; Mr. W. L.
MacKenzie, on "Prof. Burdon Sanderson on Physiolgical
Method "
;
Mr. L. T. Hobhouse, on " Experimental Certainty "
;
and Mr. J. Solomon on " Is there an a priori knowledge" ? Mr.
.
James Sully's review of Guyau's VArt nti point de
-jite socioloo-iqiie
is a noteworthy production.
In the Revue Philosophiqiie (Paris, Felix Alcan), for April, M.
A. Fouillee concludes his series upon " L'Evolutionnisme des
Idees-Forces
;
" he here discusses the " Practical Consequences
of the Theory." What M. Fouillee understands by an "idea-
force" is an idea that—as contradistinguished from the reflective
and perceptual idea—is possessed of some kinetic power, an idea
that is active and efficient. In the sense that there is an element
of motion, an impulse to action in every perceptual representation,
all ideas possess vestiges of this quality ; but the idees-forces
proper, according to M. Fouillee, are such general concepts as
"Humanity," "Fatherland," and the like, that have inspirited
armies and nations. The Revue also contains the following arti-
cles
:
" Un Vieil Argument en faveur de la Metaphysique," by J.
J. Gourd ; " La Responsabilitti Morale des Criminels," by Louis
Proal
; and a general review interestingly and lucidly written, by
L. Arreat, on "Recent Works Upon Heredity." The usual ex-
cellent critical notices and resumes close the number.
The Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society (London :
Williams and Norgate), Vol. I, No. 3, Part I, contains articles of
high interest. First, Dr. Shadworth H. Hodgson, the President,
discusses with characteristic ability the question "What is Logic?"
He says : "The aim or purpose of Logic is not simply to reason,
nor even to reason well, but to test the validity of reasoning, by a
return upon itself, and a reference to its own laws. Logic in its
processes, syllogism included, is not dire:tly engaged in discovering
facts or laws of Nature
; that is to siy, is not a Method of Dis-
covery. Logic is thought engaged, not in following the Proteus-
changes of Nature, but in watching its own steps in following
them." Mr. Bernard Bosanquet, contributes a paper upon the
" ^Esthetic Theory of Ugliness." The Symposiitm : "Is there
Evidence of Design in Nature"? is particularly important. The
Rev. Dr. Gildea represents the orthodox view of the omnipresence
of intelligence in nature
; Mr. S Alexinder represents the di-
rectly opposed view ; and Dr. G. J. Romanes takes the critical-
agnostic and conciliatory stand-point. Mr. Romanes says: "I
am not ashamed to confess that in my own individual case, I do not
perceive any evidences of Design in Nature the value or cogency
of which I am in any degree able to estimate. But this does not
hinder me from perceiving that to anybody else in whom some
antecedent belief is strong, there may be—and, indeed, must be-
an immense body of such evidence, the cogency of which will
vary with the strength of such belief. The one man is as logically
justified in seeing evidence of design, as the other man is logically
justified in not seeing it. The point of view having been changed,
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the whole prospect is correspondingly modified. The question,
' Is there evidence of Design in Nature? ' has been referred from
the lower courts of objective fact to the supreme courts of sub-
jective personality ; and there it stands to be decided by each
man for himself at the tribunal of his own judgment."
THE KNOWABLE.
BY J. A. H.1RRIS.
How LITTLE know we of what's ill or well
;
How little of life's wondrous rushing tide,
Its shoals, and pools, and cataracts, and streams
—
Whose never, ceasing course moves grandly on
To that mysterious sea, whose peaceful strands
The feet of those with us have never trod.
This throbbing moment of existence here ;
This dream of hopes and fears, and love and pain ;
This shadowy verge of slowly crumbling time.
Is but a transient struggling ray of light,
A flash, expiring in the midst of gloom
That fails to reach those mystic shores beyond.
What is it that we call the knowable ?
How seen through these poor blurred orbs of ours ?
How known so any language may express ?
May not the soul-sense of this mystery,
Moving our lives in harmony with God,
Some day assist us to discern the truth ?
We only know the vision of past deeds ;
The gleam of fleeting clouds across the sun ;
The echoes of the murmuring waves of sound
That roll and vibrate in the darkness here ;
But yet, methinks there's something else we know
—
That Justice, Truth, and Love, prevail at last.
BOOK NOTICES.
We are in receipt of T/u- Proiccdiiigs of iJie Rhode Island
Historical Society (Providence). We are glad to note the variety
and universality of the topics discussed in the recent meetings of
the Society.
Prof. Georg von Gizycki of the University of Berlin, has re-
cently translated into German five new ethical lectures of Mr. W,
M. Salter. They are comprised in a tastefully printed pamphlet
of ninety-three pages. Prof. Gizycki pays a beautiful compliment
to the work of Mr. Salter in his preface, and has given proof of
his high opinion by an appreciative translation.
The Cradle of the Semites was the subject of two papers
recently read before the Philadelphia Oriental Club, by Dr. Daniel
G. Brinton and Dr. Morris Jastrow, of the University of Pennsyl-
vania ; the papers have been published in pamphlet form. Dr.
Brinton's view is that the Asiatic Semites emigrated ' ' not directly
from Europe, but along the southern or African shore of the
Mediterranean, from some regioii near its Western Extremity."
We have received the twenty-third volume (Vol. Ill, Fourth
Series) of The Proceedings of the I^oyal Malacological Society of
Belgium (Brussels: Weissenbruch
;
price, twenty francs). The
volume is supplied with a good steel portrait of Francois- Leopold
Cornet, geologist and mineralogist, a biographical notice of whom
forms the first part of the "Proceedings." The work of the
Society—of too special a character for analysis in our columns—is
exhaustive in scope. The plates at the end of the volume are ex-
cellently executed.
We have received from Colombo, Ceylon, (61 Malabon st.)
a copy of a little eight-paged weekly periodical entitled The Bud-
dhist, a supplement to the Sarasavisandaresa. Its contributions
are pleasantly and intelligently written, and are marked by sober-
ness and sense. A translation, by the competent hand of Mr.
Edwin Arnold, of Chap. I of the Dhammapada (a compilation of
verses dating from the first great council of the Bhuddist Church)
appears ; from which we quote one or two stanzas of very present
significance :
" Whoso abides, looking for joy, unschooled.
Gluttonous, weak, in idle luxuries,
Mara will overthrow him, as fierce winds
Level short-rooted trees.
Whoso imagi]
And in the 1
les truth in the untrue,
rue finds untruth—he expires
ig knowledge : life is waste ;
Whoso dis
The fals
He shall a
:erns in truth the true, and sees
; in falseness with unblinded eye
;tain to knowledge ; life with such
Aims well before it die.
LS rain breaks through an ill-thatched roof, so break
Passions through minds that holy thought despise ;
LS rain runs from a perfect thatch, so run
Passions from off the wise.
heev
